
Client MEETING 0.1 
 

DATE 29 May 2018, Tuesday 

TIME 1200 - 1400 

VENUE SOE GSR 4-04 

ATTENDEES  1. Koh Zhi Rong  
2. Li Yiyao  
3. Jerry Tohvan 
4. Gabriel Ong Xie En  

ABSENTEES NIL 

 

AGENDA 

1. Understand Client Requirements 
2. Give Suitable Suggestions 

 

MINUTES  

Usability is the client’s 
core requirement. 

- Website that requires low maintenance (stable &amp; complete with 
own configuration for 
backend CRM) 
- Modern framework that will last pretty long. 
- Minimal Budget. 
- System has to be fast (Zoho runs very slowly) 
- Simple, clean &amp; responsive view (Bootstrap 4 minimalistic idea. 
Purchase a template? ). 
- Features can be sampled from Zoho CRM with lesser stuff and include 
only what is 
needed. 
- Something that a user would want to use it. 
o How to enforce user to rather user this system instead of doing things 
manually? 

Business rules/Idea - A collaborative CRM platform: 
o A user (admin privilege) can refer a task or project to other people 
(Project 
Management &amp; monitoring system) 
o Requires user privilege architecture. 
- “Notified everywhere”: Concept is that work stuff gets linked with our 
daily 
communication, therefore whatsapp. 
o Something that user sees &amp; use when they wake up. 
o Whatsapp automation: 

 Project reminder 
 Resume from online website gets automatically sent to whatsapp 

(archived if possible) 
- Built in email on the CRM (Gmail integration): 
o Core Functions: Receive inbox, Send mail, Access Draft, delete 
messages. 
-  
- Possible main navbar: 
o Dashboard (index) 
o Feed (social media for the company idea? Email?) 
o Leads (Company interest/follow up clients) -&gt; Manages potential 



o Accounts (already a client) -&gt; management &amp; follow-up 
&amp; projects history. 

 One company may have 1 or more contacts (list the details of the 
contact, rank, address, etc) 

 Company details (Social media, industry, etc). 
o Activity (tasks/on going project) -&gt; Jobs 
- Each task/project (open activity) has to be able to do these few things: 
o Add notes (Private) 
o Comments (Collaborative) 
o Generate monthly sales report? -&gt; element of analytics 
 
o Attachment 
- System able to send reminders of task to user emails/whatsapp: 
o We need to scope this one as it is not an east function to have. 
 
- Optional: 
o Can we have a twitter looking homepage for the whole company? So 
more like a 
one page of mini blogs that everyone can post? -&gt; increases the 
motivation to 
the system. (gotta make it fun somehow?) 
o System debugging console automation sent to Slack. 
o Grapesjs integration for front end management? 
Google ads SEO integration. 
o Can we optimize the current SEO rate? 
 
o Selling point: Machine learning that is able to match jobs that 
company needed 
(with some inputs) to the internet and show result. 

 Example: Company A needs a web developer with minimum of 2 years 
experience and at least specializes in Java. Result shows links to 
matching 
description that company can work from. 

 Link to Jobstreet? Linkedin? Indeed.com? 
 Is it possible to reverse engineer? 
 Search company that needs based on the resume received? 

Follow up work to be 
done 

Creating a system that the client will be using and reducing as much 
bureaucracy as compared to current off the shelf systems 

 

TASK TO-DO   

Task  Team Member(s)  

Follow up on email Zhi Rong 

Research on possible framework to use Jerry 

Draw Diagrams (ERD, Use Case) to map down user 
requirements 

Gabriel 

Research on possible framework to use Yi Yao 

Meeting was adjourned at 1330. These minutes will be circulated and adopted if there are no 
amendments reported in the next three days. 
 

PREPARED BY:  Gabriel Ong Xie Ng 

VETTED BY:   KOH ZHI RONG  



 


